
OMS True hybrid data center

About our Workshops

Suitable receiver

Time & place

What do you get?

How do you create the true hyprid benefits with 
Azure?

Altitude 365 | We have developed a variety of workshops, 
all of which aim to support your digitalization journey in an 
inspiring and efficient way.

If you do not find what you are looking for, you can always 
contact us for a customized experience!

This workshop is addressed to IT executives and IT professionals.

Total time is four days, of which the workshop itself is three days and takes place 

at your location and one day is set for meetings, documentation and follow-up/re-

porting on Skype/Teams. Day 1 Proactive Monitoring, Day 2 Automation and Day 3 

Continuity Planning. The workshop requires preset lab environment.

The purpose is to establish all OMS parts in order for them to be used immediately 

after the completion of the workshop. You get a clear understanding of how to use 

the services to facilitate and automate processes, reduce costs and secure your IT.

After completion of the workshop you have received: A thorough understanding of 

all OMS products, a basic set-up of OMS service to build on, a hybrid-based data 

center and a future plan on how to proceed.

What is Azure? It can be described as Microsoft’s state-of-the-art data center in 

the cloud. No matter where you are - if you are traveling to the cloud or if you have 

chosen to invest in a separate data center - this package is suitable.

How do we test a disaster scenario? Is a secondary data center an excessive invest-

ment? Do you trust that a backup is protection enough? Why are disasters happe-

ning and how can you protect yourself from them? During a four-day workshop we 

will review several different products that will give you true hybrid benefits with 

Azure containing:
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Identification - Together we identify your need within backup/DR, logging, auto-

mation and security.

Integration - We create an understanding of how the products belong together 

and how to maximize the value of packaging from design to visualization.

Guidance - For further custom configuration, hybrid connection of your data cen-

ter and Altitude plus menu.
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